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    Overview

    
      As a total benchmark™ solution for mobile devices, MobileBench™ measures the
        performance of each H/W component, overall web-related performance, and the performance of the UI.

      	MobileBench™ Suite consists of MobileBench™ and MobileBench-UX™.
	Two tools have different formats and features to complement one another


    

    
      
        MobileBench™

        As a total benchmark™ solution for mobile devices, MobileBench™ measures the
          performance of each H/W component, overall web-related performance, and the performance of the UI.

        	Mobile Application
	Device Benchmark on Platform
	Synthetic Workload
	System Monitor


      

      
        MobileBench-UX™

        MobileBench-UX™ is a PC-based tool used to find the strengths and weaknesses of mobile devices by
          measuring and comparing the overall performance of mobile devices on both an application and scenario basis.
        

        	PC Software
	Mobile Device Control via USB
	Real Workload/Application
	Scenario-based


      

    

    
      MobileBench™ Features

      
        	System Performance: CPU/Memory/Storage
	User Experience: U/I Stress, Battery Eater
	Web Browsing: Javascript, Web Loading, HTML5 compatibility
	Special Feature: System Monitor, Email Reporting
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      Why MobileBench™

      To measure and monitor system performance, you must install many applications for many different
        purposes; however, MobileBench™ provides an all-in-one solution. (U/X rated items are also included.)
        MobileBench™ can test components of mobile devices, including CPU/Memory/Storage in two different modes,
        Basic and Advanced.

      
        Basic Mode : Benchmarking and scoring the target device by basic scenario.

        	Target	Purpose	Remark
	CPU	Easy/One Button Test	Batch Job (Basic Scenario, Automatic)
	Memory
	Storage


        Advanced Mode: Specialized in device analysis and performance optimization on platform and kernel.

        	Target	Purpose	Remark
	CPU	Device/Performance Analysis

                (Test Condition Control)	Optional Parameter (thread count, etc.)

                Aging test (for temperature)
	Memory	Device/Performance Analysis

                (Test Condition Control)	Optional Parameter (test span, etc.)

                Latency test (memcpy, memset)
	Storage	Device/Performance Analysis

                (Test Condition Control)	Pre-condition

                  Optional Parameter

                  (test span, chunk size, etc.)


        * Advanced Mode items are not fixed. Features may be added, removed, or changed on official
          release.

      

      Use of MobileBench™

      MobileBench™ measures H/W performance, scores user experience, and compares results with other devices.
        Take advantage of your results to promote your products and optimize your devices.

      	Scoring H/W performance
	Scoring User Experience
	Device Comparison
	Device Optimization
	Device Promotion
	Profit Revolution
	BitQS
	Tesler


    

    
      MobileBench-UX™ Features

      MobileBench-UX™ is PC software that measures UX performance while controlling mobile devices
        from a PC through a USB connection. It can simulate a wide variety of user scenarios by changing the combination
        of scenario items. Since the test items are what users actually do every day, MobileBench-UX™ represents
        and scores real user experiences.

      
        	UX-based bench
	Multitasking bench
	Multimedia bench
	Automatic reporting
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      Why MobileBench-UX™

      MobileBench-UX™ is PC software that measures UX performance while controlling mobile devices
        from a PC through a USB connection. It can simulate a wide variety of user scenarios by changing the combination
        of scenario items. Since the test items are what users actually do every day, MobileBench-UX™ represents
        and scores real user experiences.

    

    
      Future Plan for Consortium

      MobileBench™ is nearing completion, having launched a closed-beta test with major chipset
        makers and set makers in US/China. MobileBench™ consortium, with set makers and chipset makers, will be
        established.

        Developer can have source code and could actually donate to upgrade MobileBench™, and Adopter can only use
        MobileBench™ and MobileBench-UX™.

    

  

